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ABSTRACT  

A convex sublattice of a lattice, L containing an element Ln  is called an n-ideal. The set of all finitely 

generated n-ideals is denoted by )(LFn , which is a lattice. A distributive lattice with 0 is called an m-normal 

lattice if its every prime ideal contains at most m number of minimal prime ideals.   In this paper we include 

several characterizations of those )(LFn  which form m-normal lattices. We also show that )(LFn is m-normal 

iff for any ,....,,........., 10 Lxxx m  with nxnxm ji ),,(  implies Lxx
nmn
 **

0 .............. . 
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1.      INTRODUCTION  

Lee (1930) and Lakser (1971) has determined the lattices of all equational subclasses of the class of all 

pseudocomplemented distributive lattices. They are given by ,...............01 BBBB m   where 

all the inclusions are proper and B  is the class of all pseudocomplemented distributive lattices, 1B  consists 

of all one element algebra, 0B  is the variety of Boolean algebras while mB , for  m1  consists of all 

algebras satisfying the equation  

   1121
1

21 ................. 




  iii

n

i
m xxxxxxxx  1).........  

mx  

where x  denotes the pseudocomplement of x. Thus B1 consists of all Stone algebras.  

Davey (1974) has obtained several characterizations of (sectionally) Bm and relatively Bm lattices. On the other 
hand Cornish (1974) have studied the lattices analogues to Bm  and relatively Bm lattices known as m-normal and 
relatively m-normal lattices. 

A distributive lattice L with 0 is called m-normal, if each prime ideal of L contains at most m-minimal prime 
ideals. For an element Ln , a convex sublattice containing n is called an n-ideal. n-ideal generated by a finite 

number of elements a1,............,ar is called a finitely generated n-ideal and denoted by nraa ,........,1 . Set of 

all finitely generated n-ideals is a lattice denoted by  LFn . An n-ideal generated by a single element is called a 

principal n-ideal. Set of all principal n-ideals is denoted by  LPn .  

In this paper we include several characterizations of those  LFn  which form m-normal lattices. We will show 

that )(LFn  is m-normal if and only if for any ,,.......,2,1 Lxxx m with   nxnxm ji ,,  implies 

,.......0 Lxx nmn    which is also equivalent to the condition that for any m+1 distinct 

minimal prime n-ideals mPP ,.....,0  of L, LPP m  .....0 . 

We start the paper with the following result on n-ideals due to Latif and Noor (1994).  

Lemma 1.1: For      nnLFLn d
n  , .       ■ 

Following result is also essential for the development of the paper, which is due to Ali(2000) [Theorem 1.1.12]. 

Lemma 1.2: Let I and J be two n-ideals of a distriutive lattice. Then for any 11, jinxJIx   and 

22 jinx   for some ,, 21 Iii   ,, 21 Jjj   with ,, 11 nji    and  nji 22 ,           ■  
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A Prime n-ideal P is said to be a minimal prime n- ideal belonging to n-ideal I if, 

 (i) ,PI  and  

 (ii) There exists no prime n-ideal Q such that PQ   and PQI   

A prime n-ideal P of L is called a minimal prime n-ideal if there exists no prime n-ideal Q such that PQ   and 

PQ  . Then a minimal prime n-ideal is a minimal prime n-ideal belonging to {n}. 

Following lemma due to Davey (1974) [Lemma 2.2] will be needed for further development of this paper. This 
is the dual of Cornish (1974) [Lemma 3.6]. This also follows from the corresponding result for commutative 
semigroup due to Kist (1973). So we prefer to omit the proof. 

Lemma 1.3: Let M be a prime ideal containing an ideal J.  Then M is a minimal prime ideal belonging to J if 

and only if for all ,Mx  there exists Mx   such that Jxx   .      ■         

Now we generalize this result for n-ideals.  

For Lba , ,  baxLxba  :,  is known  as annihilator of a relative to b, or  

simply a relative annihilator. It is very easy to see that in presence of distributivity,  ba,  is an ideal of L.  

Again for Lba ,  we define  baxxba d  :, , which we call a dual annihilator of a relative to b, 

or simply a relative dual annihilator. In presence of distributivity of L, dba  ,  is a dual ideal (filter). 

For Lba ,  and a fixed element Ln , we define 

     nbxnamnbLxbxnamLxba n
n  ,,:,,:, . 

We call nba  ,  the annihilator of a relative to b around the element n or simply a relative n- annihilator. It 

is easy to see that for all nbaLba  ,,,  is always a convex subset containing n. In presence of 

distributivity, it can be easily seen that nba  ,  is an n-ideal. For two n-ideals A and B of a lattice L, BA,  

denotes    BxnamLx  ,,:  for all Aa . In presence of distributivity, clearly BA,  is an n-ideal. 

Lemma 1.4: Let M be a prime n-ideal containing an n-ideal J. Then M is a minimal prime n-ideal belonging to 

J if and only if for all Mx  there exists Mx   such that   Jxnxm ,, . 

Proof:  Let M be a minimal prime n-ideal belonging to J and Mx . Then by Noor and Ali (1998) 

., MJa n   So there exists x  with   Jxnxm ,, . such that Mx  . 

Conversely, suppose Mx , then there exists Mx   such that   .,, Jxnxm   This implies 

Mx  , but ,,  Jxx n  that is Mjx n .,  . Hence by Noor and Ali (2000) M is 

a minimal prime n-ideal belonging to J.    ■           

Davey (1974) [Corollary 2.3] used the following result in proving several equivalent conditions on Bm lattices. 
On the other hand, Cornish (1974) has used this result in studying n-normal lattices.  

Proposition 1.5: Let M0
 , ----------, Mn  be n +1 distinct minimal prime ideals. Then there exist 

Laa n ,......,0  such that  jiJaa ji   and njMa jj ,........0  . ■ 

Now we generalize the above result in terms of n-ideals. 

Proposition 1.6: Let M0
 , ---------, Mn  be m+1 distinct minimal prime n-ideals. Then there exist 

Laa n ,,.........0  such that    jiJanam ji ,,  and   .,,.........0 njMa jj   

Proof: For n=1. Let 010 MMx   and 101 MMx  . Then by Lemma 1.3, there exists 01 Mx   such 

that   Jxnxm 11 ,, . Hence   10011 ,,, xnxmaxa   are the required elements.   
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Observe that     11010 ,,,,,, xnxnxmmanam   

         nxnxnxxxx  110110  

         nxnxmnxxnxmx  110110 ,,,,  

    110 ,,,, xnxmnxm   . 

Now     11011 ,,,,,, xnxmnxmnxnxm    nxnxm  11 ,, and   ,,, 11 Jxnxm   so by 

convexity   Janam 10 ,,  . 

Assume that the result is true for n=m–1, and let mMM ,........,0  be m+1 distinct minimal prime n-ideals. Let 

)1,,.........0(  mjb j satisfy    jiJbnbm ji ,, and jj Mb  . Now choose 
1

0






m

j
jmm MMb  

and by Lemma 1.4, let mm Mb   and   Jbnbm mm ,, . Clearly , 

   1.,,.........0,,  mjbnbma mjj  and  ,mm ba   establish the  result.      ■         

 Let J be an n-ideal of a distributive lattice L. A set of elements Lxx m ,.....,0  is said to be pairwise in J if 

  nxnxm ji ,,  for all ji  . 

The next result is due to Cornish (1974) [Lemma 2.3] which was suggested by Hindman (1972) [Theorem 1.8] . 

Lemma 1.7: Let J be an ideal in a lattice L. For a given positive integer 2n , the following conditions are 

equivalent. 

(i) For any Lxx n ,........,1   which are “pairwise in J” that is Jxx ji   for any ji  ,  there 

exists k such that Jxk  ; 

(ii) For any ideals nJJ ,.....,1  in L such that JJJ ji  , for any ji  , there  exists k such that 

JJ k  ; 

(iii) J is the intersection of at most n–1 distinct Prime ideals.         ■ 

Our next result is a generalization of above result. This result will be needed in proving the next theorem which 

is the main result of this section. In fact, the following lemma is very useful in studying those  LPn  which are 

m-normal. 

Lemma 1.8: Let J   be an n-ideal in a lattice L. For a given positive integer 2m , the following conditions 

are equivalent : 

(i) For any Lxxx m ,....,, 21  with   Jxnxm ji ,, (that  is, they are pairwise  in J)  for any 

ji  ,  there  exists k such that Jxk  ; 

(ii) For any n-ideals mJJ ,.......,1   in L such that JJJ ji   for any ji  ,  there exists k 

such that JJ k  ; 

(iii) J is the intersection of at most  m – 1 distinct prime n-ideals.  

Proof: (i) and (ii) are easily seen to be equivalent.  

(iii) (i). Suppose kPPP ,.....,, 21  are k  11  mk   distinct prime –n-ideals such that  

kPPJ  ........1 . Let Lxxx m ,......,, 21  be such that   Jxnxm ji ,,  for all ji  . Suppose no 
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element ix  is a member of J. Then for each  krr 1  there is at most one  mii 1  such that ri Px 
. Since k < m, there is some i such that ki PPPx  .......21 . 

(i)   (iii). Suppose (i) holds for n=2, then it implies that J is a prime n-ideal. Then (iii) is trivially true. Thus 

we may assume that there is a largest integer t with mt 2  such that the condition (i) does not hold for J 
(consequently condition (i) holds for t+1, t+2, ---  m). Then for t<m, we may suppose that there exist elements 

Laaa t ,......,, 21  such that   Janam ji ,,  for tjtiji ,......,2,1,......,2,1,   yet  

Jaaa t ,.......,, 21 .  

As L is a distributive lattice,  Ja ni ,  is an n-ideal for any  ti ........,,2,1 . Each Ja ni ,
> is in fact a prime n-ideal. Firstly LJa ni  , , since Jai  . Secondly, suppose that b and c are in 

L and    Jacnbm ni ,,, . Consider the set of t+1 elements 

    tiiii aaancmanbmaaa ,.......,,,,,,,,,.......,, 1121  . This set is pairwise in J and so, either 

  Janbm i ,,  or   Jancm i ,,  since condition (i) holds for t+1. That is,  Jab ni ,  or 

 Jac ni ,  and so  Ja ni ,  is prime. 

Clearly, 
ti

ni JaJ



1

, . If 
ti

ni Jaw



1

, then taaaw ,........,,, 21 are 

pairwise in J and so Jw  . Hence 
ti

ni JaJ



1

,  is the intersection of t(<m) prime n-ideals .         ■ 

An ideal LJ   satisfying the equivalent conditions of Lemma 1.7 is called an m-prime ideal. Similarly, an n-

ideal LJ   satisfying the equivalent conditions of Lemma 1.8 is called an m-prime n-ideal. 

Now we generalize the Proposition 3.1 of Davey (1974). 

Theorem 1.9: Let J be an n-ideal of a distributive lattice L . Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) For  m+1 distinct prime n-ideals mPPP ,........,, 10  belonging to J, LPPP m  ........10 ; 

(ii) Every prime n-ideal containing J contains at most m distinct minimal prime n-ideals  
belonging to J; 

(iii) If Laaa m ,,........., 10  with    jiJanam ji ,,  then LJa nj
j

 , . 

Proof:  (i)   (ii) is obvious. 

(ii)   (iii). Assume  Laaa m ,.......,, 10  with   Janam ji ,,  and LJa nj
j

 , . It follows 

that ,Ja j   for all j. Then by Latif and Noor (1994) there exists a prime n-ideal P such that 

PJa nj
j

 , . But by Noor and Ali (1998) we know that P is either a prime ideal or a prime filter. 

Suppose P is a prime ideal. For each j, let  PynyxaxyxF jj  ,,,: .  Let

jFyxyx  2211 , . Then        21212211 yyxxyxyx  . Now jaxx  21  

and  2121 ,, ynymyy  . So yxt   implies    ytxtt  . Since Py , so Pyt  . 

Hence jFt , and so  jF  is a dual ideal. We now show that  JFj
, for all j=0, 1, ....m. If not, let 

JFb j  , then Pynxaxyxb j  ,,, . 

Hence            nynanyayannaynam jjjjj  ,,, . 
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But     jj Fnyna   and   bnyan j   implies Jynam j ),,( . Therefore, 

  JFynam jj ,, . Again   Jynam j ,,  with Py  implies PJa nj  , , which is 

a contradiction.  

Hence 0 JF j  for all j. For each j, let jP  be a minimal prime n-ideals belonging to J and 

0 jj PF . Let jPy . If jPy , then Pny  .  

Then       jjj Fnynanynam ,, . 

But   jnnj Pynynynam ,, , which is a contradiction. So Py .  

Therefore PPj  , and jj Pa  . For if jj Pa  , then jj Pna  . Now, 

    jjjj Fynanana   for any Py . 

This implies  jj FP  , which is a contradiction. So jj Pa   .But    jiPJanam jji ,,   

which implies  jiPa ji   as jP  is prime. It follows that  jP  form a set of m+1 distinct minimal prime 

n-ideals belonging to J and contained in P. This contradicts (ii). Therefore LJa nj
j

 , . 

Similarly, if P is filter, then a dual proof of above also shows that LJa nj
j

 , , and hence (iii) holds.  

(iii)   (i). Let mPPP ...,,........., 10  be m+1 distinct minimal prime n-ideals belonging to J. Then by 

Proposition 1.6 there exist Laaa m .......,,........., 10  such that    jiJanam ji ,,  and jj Pa  . 

This implies jnj PJa  ,  for all j. Then by (iii)  

 Ja n ,1 ,........,....., 102 mnmn PPPJaJa   which implies 

LPPP m  ........10 .      ■ 

For a prime n-ideal P of a distributive lattice L, we write  

    nxnymLyPn  ,,  for some PLx  . Clearly  Pn  is an n-ideal and   PPn  . Our 

next result is a nice extension of above result in terms of n-ideals.   

Theorem 1.10: Let L be a distributive lattice. Then the following Conditions are equivalent :  

(i) For any m+1 distinct minimal prime n-ideals mPPP ........, 10 , 

;.......10 LPPP m   

(ii) Every prime n-ideal contains at most m minimal prime  n-ideals ;  

(iii) For any Laaa m ......10 with   ,, nanam ji   ji    

mi ,.....0 , mj ,.....0 , Laaa nmn   .....10  ; 

(iv) For each prime n-ideal P,  n (P)  is an ( m +1)- prime n-ideal .  

Proof: (i)   (ii), (ii)   (iii), and (iii)   (i), easily hold by theorem 1.9 replacing J by {n}. To complete 
the proof we need to show that  

(iv)  (iii) and (ii)   (iv).   
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(iv)   (iii). Suppose (iv) holds and  mxxx ......10  are m+1 elements of L   such  that  nxnxm ji ),,(  

for  ji  . Suppose that Lxxx nmnn   .......10 . Then by Stone’s separation 

theorem (Lee 1970) there is a prime n-ideal P such that  Pxxx nmnn   ..........10 .   

Hence  PnLxxx m .,,........., 10 . This contradicts (iv) by Lemma 1.8, since 

   Pnnxnxm ji ,,   for all ji  . Thus (iii) holds.  

 (ii)   (iv). This follows immediately from Lemma 1.8.   ■                                                                                                     

Proposition 1.11: Let L be a distributive lattice and Ln . If the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1.10 hold 

then for any m+1 elements ;...,,........., 10 mxxx  

 
ni

nmnn xxx


 
0

10 ....    nmninin xxxx ........ 110  

Proof : Let nmnininni xxxxb   ........... 110  for each mi 0  . Suppose   

   nmn xxx ......0  . Then  

  nxxx nmnn  ......0  .   For all ji  ; 

  nbxbx njnnin  ()(  . 

So Lbxbx nmnnn   )(................)( 0 . 

Thus     )(.................)( 0 nmnnn bxbxx  . 

Hence by Lemma 1.2, maanx  .......0  where  )( nini bxa  and ,nai   for 

mi ,...,1,0  . Then      nxanxanx m  ........0  . 

Now  )( nini bxa  implies  nbxa ninni  . 

Then by a routine calculation we find that   nnbxa ii  . 

Thus,    }{,)( nnbxanbnxa iinini   implies 

that  nii bnxa )(  and  so 
 

nmn
bbnx ....0 . By a dual proof of above, we can 

easily show that   nmn bbnx ...0 . Thus by convexity,   nmn bbx .....0 . 

This proves that L. H. S. R. H. S.  

The reverse inclusion is trivial.      ■             

Theorem 1.12: For a distributive lattice L, the following conditions are equivalent.  

(i)  LFn  is m-normal lattice.  

(ii) Every prime n-ideal contains at most m minimal prime n-ideals. 

(iii) For any  m+1 distinct minimal prime n-ideals P0 , P1 ,……, Pm ; 

...........10 LPPP m   

Proof: (i)   (ii). Let  LFn  be m-normal. Since       ,nnLF d
n  so both   dn  and  n  are m-normal. 

Suppose P is any prime n-ideal of L. Then by Noor and Ali (2000) either  nP  or  nP  . Without loss of 

generality suppose  nP  . Then by Noor and Ali (2000), P is a prime ideal of L. Hence by Lemma 3.4 of 
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Cornish (1972)  nPP 1  is a prime ideal of  n . Since  n  is m-normal, so by Cornish (1974) P1 contains 

at most m minimal prime ideals R1,R2,…….,Rm of  n . Therefore P contains m minimal prime ideals Q1,…,Qm 

of L where  nQR ii  . Since iRn , so iQn  and hence Q1,……..,Qm are minimal prime n-ideals of 

L. Thus (ii) holds. 

(ii)  (i). Suppose (ii) holds .Let 1P  be a prime ideal in  n . Then by Lemma 3.4of Cornish (1972) 

 nPP 1  for some prime ideal P of L. Since PPn  1 , so P is a prime n-ideal. Therefore by (ii) P 

contains at most m minimal prime ideals mQQ .........,,1 . Thus by Lemma 3.4 of Cornish (1972) 1P  contains 

at most m minimal prime ideals mRR .......,,1  of  n  such that.   .1 nQR i   Hence by Theorem 1.10   n  

is m-normal. Similarly we can prove that   dn  is also m-normal. Thus by Lemma 1.1,  LFn  is m-normal.  

(ii)   (iii) has already been proved in Theorem 1.10     ■               
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